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Sculptor Steve Milroy puts finishing touches on Dr. Tom Bailey's mustache.

Many thanks to everyone who donated to the Dr. Tom Bailey
Memorial Sculpture, which will be installed in the next few
months in the central garden of The Summit residence. See
details of this beautiful work of art on page 7.

SHOWING UP FOR LOCAL SENIORS
AND THE IMPORTANCE OF IMPROVING CARE
IN THE NEXT 20 YEARS

A bus (purchased by Eldercare) delivers a senior to the
West Shore Adult Day program – an example of the kind
of community programs that will be critical for at-home
seniors at this population grows.

...continued pg.3
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Barb Doughty, former healthcare worker,
and Eldercare donor

(Editor’s note: Eldercare would like to thank everyone who, like Barb, is showing up for
local seniors with their time, money, or a gift in their will.)

The Purr-fect cure for loneliness!
Thanks to donors like you, Eldercare has
raised enough funds to provide 165 local
seniors in long-term care with
Companion Pets – amazingly life-like cats, puppies,

and kittens that help reduce feelings of anxiety, loneliness,
and depression for seniors living with dementia. You can
already hear the contented purrs and happy barks from the
rooms of happy recipients at Aberdeen, Glengarry, Priory,
and The Summit long-term care facilities.
Again thank you to everyone who adopted one!
For more information visit www.gvef.org/companion-pet
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SPECIAL THANKS TO SPECIAL PEOPLE
LOCAL BUSINESSES AND FOUNDATIONS
SUPPORTING SENIORS

A virtual visit made possible thanks to
the generous support of the Western
Financial Community Fund.

This lovely new gazebo will keep the
residents of the Summit cool, thanks to the
Warm Hearts Charitable Foundation.

STAY CONNECTED
Answers to puzzle on page 11
2. Soil
4. Cry
6. Saved
7. Pets
11. Staff
13. Companion
14. Adept
ACROSS

15. Support
18. Pilot
20.Kind
22. Somebody
24. Prom
25. Esteem
26. Music
27. Legacy
29. Obvious

DOWN
1. Gloss
2. Seem
3. Responds
5. Research
8. Earn
9. Mainstay
10. Debt
12. Therapy
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14. Admit
16. Pact
17. History
19. Tools
21. Dance
23. Exercise
28. Hour

NEW DEMENTIA CARE TOOLS ARRIVE
AT THE PRIORY AND THE SUMMIT
Seniors living with dementia are among
our community’s most vulnerable
residents. Tucked away in long-term care
facilities, their needs are often out-of-sight
and unknown to the vast majority of their
fellow Victorians. This has been especially
true during COVID when, despite the best
efforts of healthcare staff, long-term care
residents have faced greatly increased risk
of isolation due to pandemic restrictions.
Last fall, Eldercare identified an exciting
new dementia care technology that could
make a real difference for those in
need. Now, thanks to generous gifts from
the TELUS Friendly Future Foundation,
the JAYMAC Fund, and the Government
of Canada’s Emergency Community
Services Fund (administered by the United
Way of Greater Victoria), and several
Eldercare donors, this technology is in use
at both Priory and The Summit.
They’re called OMI projectors. They use
interactive puzzles and games to help
seniors living with dementia manage
moods, access memories, and engage in
meaningful communication with those
around them, and they’ve been a big hit
with residents so far.
What makes this technology so important
right now is that, unlike traditional inperson therapies, they can be delivered
without fear of virus transmission. The
OMI projects its visuals onto floors or
table tops, which are easily disinfected
between each use. The projectors are also

portable, allowing therapy to be delivered
anywhere it’s needed – even within the
rooms of residents facing a quarantine
period following a transfer into long-term
care, or travelling to an outside health
appointment.

A resident at Priory plays an interactive game with an OMI Projector,
helping maintain both her mental and physical fitness

“The impact of these gifts will continue to
be felt long after the pandemic too. As
traditional in-person therapies return to
long-term care, this technology will create
a multiplier effect for support therapy staff
can provide, helping residents maintain
their independence, and their connections
to those they love, better than ever
before.” says Tom Arnold, Eldercare’s
Director of Development.
Eldercare hopes to purchase more OMI
Projectors for local long-term care facilities
in the months ahead.
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PROTECT YOURSELF FROM FALLS
WITH BALANCE EXERCISES
Rock the Boat
Stand with your
feet apart, so that
the space
between them is
the same width as
your hips. Make
sure both feet are
pressed into the ground firmly. Stand
straight, with your head level. Then,
transfer your weight to your right foot
and slowly lift your left leg off the ground.
Hold that position for as long as possible
(but no more than 30 seconds).
Slowly put your foot back onto the
ground, then transfer your weight to that
foot. Slowly lift your opposite leg. Start by
doing this exercise for balance five times per side,
then work your way up to more repetitions.

Clock Reach
You will need a
steady, solid chair
for this exercise.
Imagine that you
are standing in the
centre of a clock.
The number 12 is
directly in front of you and the number 6
is directly behind you. Hold the chair with
your left hand.
Lift your right leg and extend your right
arm so it’s pointing to the number 12.
Next, point your arm towards the number
three, and finally, point it behind you at
the number 6. Bring your arm back to the
number three, and then to the number 12.
Look straight ahead the whole time.
Repeat twice per side.

Be proactive and protect yourself from falls. These exercises, provided by our friends at
Phillips Lifeline, will help improve your strength and balance.

If you or a loved one is at risk of falling,
consider calling Philips Lifeline at
1-866-457-8987 to find out more about
home medical alarm systems.
If you decide that Philips Lifeline is right
for you, a portion of your monthly fee will
be donated to
Eldercare’s SAFE
Lifeline program to
Did you know that between 30-60% provide medical alarm
of Canadian seniors suffer a fall
services to low-income
each year? It’s the number one cause of seniors who can’t afford
fractures, hospital admissions for trauma, one… it’s a real
loss of independence, and injury deaths for win-win!
seniors.
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DR. TOM BAILEY MEMORIAL
SCULPTURE COMMISSION AWARDED

Sculptor Steve Milroy's sketch of the
Tom Bailey Memorial Sculpture
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BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN
RESEARCH AND THE COMMUNITY
Research has always been a
very important piece of
what the Eldercare
Foundation does.

University of Victoria
student undertaking a
clinical or applied research
project designed to enhance
and advance care for
individuals with chronic
conditions who are aging.

Our partnership with the
University of Victoria’s
Institute on Aging and
Lifelong Health (IALH) is
Creating a dementia-friendly
one that helps bridge the
community provides the
gap between research and
opportunity for persons with
the community. Both
dementia to be engaged in the
organizations benefit community and with peers to
IALH Student Affiliates are
increase quality of life.
supported, and the
Eldercare Foundation is able
Sanjit Roy, 2020 Ruth
to attract important research
A. Gardner Research
projects that can potentially
Award Recipient
improve the lives of older
individuals locally, nationally, The 2020 Ruth A. Gardner
and internationally.
Research Award recipient is
Sanjit Roy, a PhD student in
The Ruth A. Gardner
the Social Dimensions of
Research Award, held and
Health program and an
administered by the
IALH Student Affiliate. As
Eldercare Foundation with
part of his doctoral
research support from
research, Sanjit is applying
IALH, is one example of
his education and
how vital connections
proficiency in applied
between research and
statistics to better
community organizations
understand socialization and
can be strengthened. The
community building for
award was created to
individuals with Alzheimer’s
honour Ruth A. Gardner’s
Disease or another form of
legacy and professional
dementia. The World Health
interests as a psychologist
Organization, which has
and social worker. The
recognized dementia as a
annual award supports a
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public health priority,
estimates that 5% to 8% of
the population globally has
some form of dementia (see
https://www.who.int/newsroom/fact-sheets/detail/
dementia ). As there is no
current treatment for
dementia, those who have
been diagnosed need extra
care and support to
continue to be an active part
of their communities.
For more information on
the Ruth A. Gardner
Research Award and other
awards available through the
Eldercare Foundation,
please see page 9. For
more information on other
awards available to IALH
Student Affiliates, please see
https://www.uvic.ca/
research/centres/aging/
awards/scholarships/
index.php.

EDUCATION AWARDS
WE WANT TO HELP!
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SPREAD KINDNESS|GIVE A HELPING HAND TO A
SENIOR IN NEED WITH A MONTHLY DONATION
The past 18 months have
underscored just how
vulnerable our elderly
friends, parents, and
neighbours are in the face
of disruptions to health
care, in-home services, and
even weather. Can you help
us respond more quickly
when future urgent care
needs arise?
Making a monthly
donation to Eldercare can
help local seniors in need
to:
Dress - buying adaptive
clothing for a low-income
senior in care who literally
has nothing to wear, as
painful contractures, frailty,
or amputation prevent them
from being able to put on
‘standard’ clothes;

Bathe – fund community

bathing programs for
seniors who can no longer
safely bathe themselves at
home;

Move –provide exercise

therapy, and speciallydesigned equipment for
seniors in care living with
chronic illness, to help them
maintain their strength,
mobility, and independence
for as long as possible;

Connect - fund Adult Day

Programs for seniors living
at home to provide
socialization, activities and
outings while their family
caregiver (often a senior too)
receives a much-needed
break;

Be protected - keep a

senior living with a high risk
of falls – one of the biggest
risks to elderly Canadians
for major injuries,
hospitalizations, and death –
safe with a home medical
alarm, or with a bed alarm
once they move into care.
———————————

Express – support music

and art therapy for a senior
in care living with dementia,
and who desperately wants
to maintain the ability to
express themselves and
communicate meaningfully
with their friends and
family;

Enjoy – deliver an ice

cream treat on a hot
summer day to a senior
living in care, or a gift to
an elderly care resident
who celebrates Christmas
but no longer has friends
and family to share it with;
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Whether you give $10, $20,
$30, or any other amount
you can afford, you will be
helping more than 700
seniors in care, and 879
seniors living at home on
southern Vancouver Island
every single day. That’s a lot
of kindness!
Join with us today at
www.gvef.org/donate or
complete the form on the
last page. Thank you!

BE CONNECTED!
For answers, go to page 4.

ACROSS
2. Dirty
4. Shout
6. Rescued
7. Family companions
11. Workforce
13. Playmate
14. Allow in
15. Uphold
18. Aviator
20. Caring
22. Significant Person
24. Year end dance

25. Respect
26. Melody
27. Inheritance
29. Black and white
DOWN
1. Shine
2. Appear
3. Counters
5. Investigation
8. Bring in
9. Sustainer
10. ___ of gratitude
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12. Rehabilitation
14. Shun
16. Agreement
17. Times past
19. Devices
21. Move gracefully
23. Work out
28. 60 minutes

CAN YOU HELP
SPREAD KINDNESS?

Yes, I Can Help!

It takes so little to help a local senior in
need. Your gift of…


$5/month (or $60) provides a monthly art
therapy class to a senior in care living with
dementia.



$12/month (or $144) ensures exercise
therapy support for 4 seniors at adult day
programs.



$14/month (or $168) delivers music
therapy support for 4 seniors in long-term
care.



$25/month (or $300) helps buy adaptive
clothing for seniors who can no longer
wear ‘standard’ clothes.



$63/month (or $756) could save a life by
providing a SAFE Lifeline home medical
alarm to a low-income senior living alone.

Any amount makes a difference, and
every gift will improve quality of life for
an elderly friend, neighbour, or family
member. Thank you!
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